Abstract. We give a sound and complete axiomatization for the full computation tree logic, CTL*, of R-generable models. The language of CTL*, which is a propositional temporal language, is built recursively from the atomic propositions using the next X and until U operators of PLTL, and the existential path switching operator E of CTL as well as classical connectives. This language is appropriate for describing any situation with paths as countable sequences of states, the propositions having a truth evaluation at states and the possibility of at least some states lying on more than one path. We will be interested in the logic obtained by restricting attention to Kripke structures with states, a total accessibility relation between them and the set of all paths which arise by moving from state to state along the accessibility relation (which is usually called R). This standard semantics for CTL* is thus called the semantics over R-generable models.
linear automaton loose in the background and we impose an elaborate banning mechanism as we go along.
The basic filtration-like idea is to build a model from sets of formulas maximally consistent in some finite closure set determined by the given formula. Certain equivalence classes of these sets form the states of the model. The way of defining the accessibility relation between states (and hence defining paths) has some similarities with the scheduling ideas of the bundled completeness proof in [Stirling, 1992] but is more akin to the usual step-by-step construction in historical necessity proofs such as [Zanardo, 1985] . Because these latter proofs, and ours, generally use the same set of formulas at many different places in the construction we rather think of the set of formulas as a label on some abstract point objects.
The reason that such proofs have trouble with the limit closure condition on paths is that, in the limit, the step-by-step construction produces many more paths than were ever chosen explicitly to start being constructed at any finite stage. In a filtration-based completeness proof we want each of the points of the limit structure to model exactly the formulas in its label. However, there is no guarantee that one of these non-explicit paths will make a formula A V true at its initial point even if A V is in the label of that point. The solution adopted here is to consider a particular linear automaton A which can be set loose on each path-whether explicitly constructed or not. We make sure that the automaton accepts exactly paths which mess up our construction in this way. We also make sure that no paths at all are accepted by A.
So how do we make sure that no paths are accepted? The answer is as follows. We use the AA rule to introduce fresh atoms corresponding to each state of the automaton A and we interpret the atoms according to the state that A would be in if it traveled to that point of the construction. A is deterministic so there is only one such state. The Rabin acceptance condition is defined by a set of pairs (WU, Vi) of sets of its states and requires that there is some such pair such that some state in Ui comes up infinitely often along the path and no state in Vi does. To ensure non-acceptance along each path of our construction, we impose a banning mechanism which ensures that atoms from Ui do not come up very often in labels of points after it seems that atoms from Vi have stopped being in the labels.
A linear automaton is also used in an axiomatic completeness proof in [Kesten and Pnueli, 1995] . Here, the linear time logic with quantification of propositions is axiomatized and the proof uses a back and forth technique involving automata. Of course, having quantification of propositions available in the logic makes AA style rules unnecessary.
Another use of a linear automaton is made in [Kaivola, 1996] in which a sound and complete axiomatization is given for the extended CTL* logic, vCTL*, which allows operators of the linear time mu-calculus (which is more expressive than PLTL) as well as the path operator A. The models are R-generable and so Kaivola has the same problem as we have in ensuring limit closure of the constructed model. The solution in this case involves the combination of a deterministic Rabin automaton (of an even more restricted form) and the transformation of formulas to a corresponding normal form. The axiom system, however, needs no new rule apart from a new limit closure rule to succeed, because the fixed-point operators in v CTL* allow any number of extra propositions with carefully defined interpretations to be brought to bear on the proof. We can also mention that an automaton is used to deal with infinite paths in a tableau refutation in [Walukiewicz, 1995] in the proof of completeness for an axiom system for the modal ul-calculus. Modal ,u-calculus, like CTL*, is a logic for reasoning about transition structures but it uses fixpoint operators and is more expressive. There is no issue of limit closure, however, as infinite paths are only definable in the calculus in terms of limits of successor relations. Essentially there is limit closure by definition.
In this paper we first review the linear temporal logic PLTL, its axiom system and the result about Rabin automata which we need. After defining CTL* in section 3, we look at some of the variant semantics and relate the corresponding logics. In section 5, we recall the axiom system for bundled co-trees and then, in the next two sections, introduce our new axiom LC and rule AA. Most of the remainder of the paper consists of a fairly detailed presentation of the completeness proof of the full system.
After a few examples of the axiom system in action, we mention a few possible extensions to this work and suggestions for how the results or techniques might have other applications. One important question is whether the AA rule is really necessary. Another is whether it, along with the use of an automaton, could have benefits in finding complete axiomatizations of other similar logics.
1.1. General notation. A sequence will usually mean an on-sequence (so, S,...) (unless otherwise specified). If J = (sO, SI, S2,...) is a sequence (of anything) then we will refer to Si as as and the suffix sequence (si, Si+l, Si+2.... ) as u>i. The set of all consequences of objects from a set S will be denoted by 'OS.
The set of all finite sequences of objects from a set S will be denoted by '"S. The set of all subsets of a set S will be denoted p(S). If A C C and a c w(p(C)) then the restriction CgA of a to A is the sequence (po n A, 1 n A,... ) from w(p(A)).
?2. Propositional linear temporal logic. Much of the work in the completeness proof is done by reasoning along branches of trees so we review the linear temporal logic PLTL.
We fix a countable set 2 of atomic propositions. Formulas are evaluated in co-structures in the signature 2. An co-structure a = (Co, Cl,... ) is a countable sequence of subsets of Y where p E 0i represents the atom p being true at time i in the structure.
The formulas of PLTL are built from true and the atomic propositions in 2 recursively using classical connectives and A as well as the temporal connectives X and U: if a and ,6 are formulas then so are X a and a U /.
Truth of formulas is evaluated at co-structures. We write C l= a iff the formula a is true of the sequence C. This is defined formally recursively by: a = true C P iff peCo,anyp-c2 If -l= a then we say that u is a model of ao. If a has a model then we say that a is satisfiable. If u l= a for any co-structure u then we say that a is valid in PLTL and we write #L a.
As well as the usual abbreviations V, -) and +-+, we have Fa _ true U a and Ga _-F--ia.
Complete axiom systems exists in various versions in the literature. The one we present here will be incorporated into our branching-time system. The rules are modus ponens and temporal generalization, a, a a /A Gax The axioms are all substitution instances of the following: CO any propositional tautology Cl F -, -a <-Fa
C2 G (a --PS) --(Gt --GPS) C3 Ga-(aAXaAX(Ga)) C4 X-ow a---Xa C5 X (a P) --) (Xo a X,8) C6 G (a X a) -*(ja G a) C7 (a UP) (1 V (a A X(a UIP)) C8 (a U/3) F/3 We define derivability FL in the usual way and say that a formula a is consistent if we do not have KL a -false.
Note that the original system in [Gabbay, Pnueli, Shelah, and Stavi, 1980] used axioms rather than substitution instances of axiom schemas and so also included the substitution rule. We will avoid the substitution rule in this paper as it is not valid for CTL*.
In [Gabbay, Pnueli, Shelah, and Stavi, 1980], it was proved that THEOREM 1. The system above issound and completefor PLTL: i.e. K a if #L a.
Soundness is established by the usual induction on the length of proofs. The vaguely filtration-based completeness proof, with a novel fair scheduling idea, is interesting and some of its elements appear in our branching-time completeness proof.
2.1. Automata. Suppose that P is a finite set of propositional atoms. A deterministic (Rabin) automaton recognizing co-sequences from p(P) is a 4-tuple A (Q.so, p, L) where U by U' = U \ V. Note that a deterministic automaton will have a unique run on any given structure.
We will be wanting to translate a temporal formula into an equivalent automaton: i.e. one that accepts exactly the models of the formula. Various well-known results including those in [McNaughton, 1966] , and [Safra, 1988] give us: THEOREM 2. For any PLTL formula a using atoms from the finite set P there is a deterministic Rabin automaton (Q, so, p, {(Ul, V,), . . ., (Uk, Vk)}) which recognizes co-sequences of elements of p(P) and accepts exactly the models of a.
?3. CTL*. The language of CTL* is used to describe several different types of structures and so there are really several different logics here. We will be mostly interested in the logic of R-generable sets of paths on transition structures, which we will call Kripke structures. In most papers it is this logic which is referred to as CTL*: this is the standard CTL* logic. In the next section we briefly look at some other semantics for the language as we need to use some of them in the axiomatic completeness proof.
We fix a countable set 2 of atomic propositions.
DEFINITION 1. For us a Kripke frame is a pair (S, R) where:
S is the non-empty set of states R is a total binary relation C S x S (i.e. for every s c S, there is some t c S such that (s, t) E R)
Note that usually in modal logic a Kripke frame's accessibility relation R is not necessarily assumed to be total. ?4. Other semantics. There are other semantics for the formulas of CTL*. Several are worth introducing as they are used in the proof or cast light on the issues. In the end we will see that there really are only two distinct notions of validity of interest to us here. 4.1. Path structures. One of the most general semantics is on what I will call path frames. A pair (S, II) is a path frame if S is a set (of states) and II is any set of paths, i.e. of co-sequences from S. Three closure properties are often assumed of the set II of paths. We will assume two: Suffix Closure (SC), i.e. that H-is closed under taking suffixes of paths; and Fusion Closure (FC), i.e. that the beginning of one path (in II) can be joined at a common state to the tail of another path (in II) and the result is in II. A path structure is (S, II, g) where (S, LI) is a path frame and g: S -) p (2) is a labelling. We will say that the structure is an SC + FC path structure iff the set of paths LI is suffix and fusion closed.
We can give the formulas of CTL* a new semantics by defining truth of formulas on paths from SC + FC path structures in the obvious way: temporal connectives are evaluated along paths while E allows switching to the same state on another path containing the current state. We define SC + FC path validity by saying #B a iff (S, II, g), ? t a for all SC + FC path structures (S, HI, g) and all paths 7r c H. We will see later that the B in #B stands for bundle.
R-generable validity.
Various computing concerns to do with applications for CTL* (including the desire to reason explicitly about fairness constraints) motivate us to restrict our attention further to certain classes of path frames: in particular, we can require the other closure property of interest, Limit Closure (LC), i.e. that if for any n, a path ? agrees up to its nth state with a path in H` then 7E itself is in H.
The conjunction of all three closure properties is interesting because, as shown by Emerson in [Emerson, 1983] , this is equivalent to HI being the set of all fullpaths in some Kripke frame (S, R). In the case that II is the set of all paths, we say that it is R-generable. We thus can talk of R-generable validity of CTL* formulas: i.e. a is R-generable valid iff, for all path frames (S, H) in which HI is R-generable, for all labellings g, for all 7T E II, we have (S, HI, g), 2 ;= a. 4.3. Trees. It has been observed, for example in [Emerson and Sistla, 1984] , that it is sometimes useful to consider satisfiability of CTL* formulas in special tree-like structures. Indeed, we find it so in this paper. Let us define an co-tree (frame) to be a pair (T, <) where < is transitive and irreflexive, for each t E T, the past {s c TIs < t} of t is linearly ordered by <, there is a <-smallest element and each maximal linearly <-ordered subset of T is order-isomorphic to the natural numbers. In an rn-tree each point t will have a non-empty set Nt of immediate successors, and the future {s It < s } is the disjoint union of Nt and the futures of each of the elements of Nt. A branch of an r-)-tree frame is an cr-sequence (to, t .... ) such that each ti+1 is an immediate successor of ti.
Bundled tree validity. A set B of branches on an co-tree frame (T, <) is a
bundle iff every point t c T lies on at least one branch in B and the set B is suffix closed and also closed under superbranches, i.e. if b is a branch of (T, <) and for some n, b>n c B then b c B. Say that (T, <, B) is a bundled ro-tree frame. We give the formulas of CTL* the bundled semantics on bundled cr-tree structures (T, <, B, g). Truth is defined recursively at branches 7r c B in a straightforward way with the clauses for atoms using the labelling g at the initial point of the branch and the temporal connectives directed along the branch. The clause for E is as follows: (T, <, B, g), 7c FE a if there is some ' e B such that 7o = zr and (T, <,B, g), 7r' a
We thus have a notion of bundled cr-tree validity. 4.5. Complete tree validity. Let B(T, <) be the set of all branches of the co-tree (T, <). In case that the bundle B is just B(T, <) then we talk of complete contree frames and complete co-tree validity, or sometimes just cr-tree validity. Write (T. <,g), i a for (T, <,B(T, <),g), 7 a. 4.6. Ockhamist frames. In our completeness proof we will make use of yet another semantics. (that is, < is a strict linear order which may have parallel lines but may not have branching);
3) for each x c T, {yIy < x} is finite; 4) _ is an equivalence relation such that: if x y then we do not have x < y if x y and u < x then there is v < y such that u _ v; and 5) there is an element 0 c T, such that for each t c T, there is t' c T such that 0 _ t' and either t' < t or t' = t (0/_ is known as the floor).
Our use of the word Ockhamist here derives from its use in a more general (not necessarily countable) setting in [Zanardo, 1996] . Such Ockhamist frames are closely related to the Kamp frames seen in [Thomason, 1984] . In this paper we will later find it useful to think of the points in T as being arranged in an imperfect two-dimensional grid with < increasing vertically and _ relating some of the points on each horizontal level. Figure 1 portrays a very simple example. As we will see below, when we consider the semantics of CTL* formulas on Ockhamist frames, a state in a Kripke or path based structure corresponds to a whole =-class of Ockhamist points and a path corresponds to a vertical line of points. Despite using an Ockhamist frame in our completeness proof construction we do not actually use any notion of Ockhamist validity or even of truth of CTL* formulas on Ockhamist frames. However, both notions can be developed and it is worth doing so to aid with understanding the proof. First we need to impose extra restrictions on the frames and labellings of points.
The vertical lines of points need to be isomorphic to the whole natural numbers. Say that the Ockhamist frame (T, <, _) is an (N x W)-frame if (1) there is some set W such that T = N x W and (2) the order < is defined by (n, u) < (m, v) iff n < m and u = v.
We also need to require that labels of all points in any --class agree on the atoms. Say that the structure (T, <,-, g) is an (N x W)-structure iff (T, <,-=) is an (N x W)-frame and for all n c N, for all u, v c W, if (n, u) _ (n, v) then g(n, u) = g(n, v).
Truth in Ockhamist structures is a more traditional modal logic concept as formulas are evaluated at points (rather than at states on paths). We define truth by having the temporal connectives operate vertically upwards and E allow a horizontal move within an --class. For example, (T,<, ,g),(n,u) X a iff (T,<, ,g),(n+ 1,u) = a, and (T <,-,g), (n, u) E a iff there is some v c W with (n,u) -(n, v) and (T, <,=,g), (n, v) c a.
Corresponding to each (N x W)-structure is a bundled co-tree structure. We simply take the nodes of the tree to be the equivalence classes, define successors using < and let the bundle contain each branch of the form up(n, w) = {(m, w)/_In < m} for each (n, w) c T. Figure 2 shows the tree corresponding to the frame in figure 1; the bundle contains all suffixes of the four maximal branches shown. In particular note that a point in an Ockhamist frame corresponds to the combined notion of a state on a path. This correspondence preserves truth of CTL* formulas in the obvious way.
With such an Ockhamist semantics we can define a notion of what might be called (N x W)-Ockhamist validity on (N x W)-structures. In lemma 2 below we show (using the correspondence) that this notion of validity is just bundled validity.
However, to find an Ockhamist version of the notion of validity identified in lemma 3 below requires a complicated extra restriction of the frame in a similar vein to the limit closure property. We omit this as we do not use either of these definitions of validity anyway. 4.7. Equivalence results. There are two equivalence results which are useful for relating some of the semantic approaches to CTL*. The proofs are straightforward. It is not in the bundle defined in the correspondence. In general converting an Ockhamist frame, even with a countable set W, to an co-tree can produce a possibly uncountable number of such emergent branches. This fact will cause us a major difficulty in the completeness proof: we can make sure all the constructed branches satisfy a desired property at all finite stages of the construction of an Ockhamist frame but then discover a large number of extra branches emerge when we take the limit. We will need extra machinery to make sure that these emergent branches satisfy the desired property.
In terms of Kripke structures the fact(problem) of emergent branches is seen here by viewing the co-tree (T, <) as a Kripke structure (T, R, g) where (n, m)R(n, m + 1) and (n, n)R(n + 1, n + 1). This is just the Kripke structure we get by defining R in terms of immediate <-successors as we need to do in lemma 3. It is clear that we have a fullpath ((0, 0), (1, 1), (2, 2).... ) which is not in the bundle which is defined by the Ockhamist frame. The fullpath is emergent. also use a step by step method via Ockhamist frames to produce a bundled co-tree structure. This style of proof is seen in proofs by Burgess, Zanardo and von Kutschera for logics of historical necessity. In fact, this method forms the basis for our #c completeness proof later in the paper.
By removing most of the machinery associated with the automaton and the banning procedure, we would be left with a completeness proof for [-B. Note that the example y from the previous section shows that the system for H-B is incomplete for #c. Of course, this system is sound for #c. In the next two sections we introduce a new axiom and new rules of inference to allow us to derive the extra validities.
?6. The limit closure axiom. Intuitively, the new limit closure (LC) axiom schema captures a particular form of limit closure. Suppose that some state formula E a, say, is always (at all points on all branches) at the start of a finite path of E fi states leading up to a new E a state. Also suppose that E a holds at some node. Then it is clear that from that node extends a branch on which (E f) U(E a) always holds.
LC:
A G(E a -EX((E/3) U(E a))) -* (Ea -* E G((Efi) U(Ea))) LEMMA 5. The LC axiom schema is soundfor ktc. PROOF. Suppose that (T, <, V) is a (complete) co-tree structure with a node to c T
and (T, <, V), to t A G(E a -E X((E /) U(E a))) A E a.
We are to show that (T, <, V), to # E G((E/3) U(Ea)). We will find a sequence of nodes to < t1 < ... from T such that * (T,<, V),tk -E a and * for each s such that tk < < tk+1, we have (T, <, V), s t Ei.
We already have to chosen. Suppose for the induction we have chosen an appropriate tk with (T, <, V), tk t Ea. By assumption (T, <, V), tk t EX((E P) U(E a)).
This gives us some tk+1 > tk along some branch starting at tk, with (7T, <, V), tk+1 # Ea and (T, <, V), s t E/ for each s such that tk <s < tk+l.
Let 7r be the branch of (T, <) which starts at to and includes to < t1 < ....
By construction we have (T. <, V), 7r t-G((E P) U(E a)):
for all n < co, either 7n = to when we put k = 0 or there is some k > 0 such that tkl I < mC < tic and so we have (T7 <, V), tk t Ea and at any s with Cn < s < tk we have (T, <, V), s t E/. It follows immediately that (T. <, V), to t E G((E P) U(E a)).
So the LC axiom is valid on co-tree structures. By lemma 3, it is valid for #c. D ?7. The auxiliary atoms rule. The Auxiliary Atoms (AA) rule allows the use of a certain arrangement of fresh atoms in a proof. Suppose that L and Q are disjoint sets of atoms. Suppose that A, which only uses atoms from L, is the formula which we are interested in deriving. The rule will involve another formula 0, using atoms from L U Q. The formula 0 describes the arrangement of the fresh atoms, ie those in Q, in terms of those in L. The AA rule will allow F t to be derived from F-(0 A ) under certain side-conditions. As we will see in example derivations below in section 16, the AA rule can be used in conjunction with the LC schema to derive a formula stating the existence of a fullpath satisfying a certain desired property The LC schema allows us to deduce the existence of the infinite fullpath from the existence of a finite cycle of states. The fresh atoms can be used as markers placed along the cycle for various reasons. For example they can be used to record that various states are visited in the cycle. They can also be used to distinguish several visits to one state within the cycle, indicating that at one visit a certain successor state should be chosen and on another visit a different successor state should be chosen. For the purposes of theorem-proving, deriving V say, the AA rule will be used as follows. First show that V is true when the fresh atoms are arranged according to 0, i.e. show F-(0 A) and then use the AA rule to immediate effect.
Of course, the rule is also "used" in our completeness proof. We use the fresh atoms to record the states of a certain linear time automaton as it trundles along the branches of a tree. We eventually want to check whether the branches are accepted or not to see whether they satisfy a certain temporal formula. In the completeness proof, we will have assumed that a formula -AV, say, is consistent and we will be wanting to build a model of -,A. Using the AA rule (in a contrapositive way) we will immediately know that 0 A -V is also consistent. The specific formula 0 which we will use here will describe an arrangement of the atoms to record the running of our automaton. So -,V being consistent implies a description of a model ofwith the automaton's state recorded in fresh atoms is also consistent.
Note that there is no necessary connection between the AA rule and automata. (In fact, the acceptance criteria of automata has no counterpart in the AA rule, and so we should really only be discussing finite state machines here). The AA rule is just a rule which allows fresh atoms to be introduced into a proof in accordance with a fairly prescriptive arrangement. However, in our completeness proof we are going to use the rule to allow our construction to make use of an automaton. Further, as we will see in some example derivations later, uses of the AA rule in theorem-proving may well be motivated by consideration of certain automata. Finally, we will see that an understanding of automata will help with an intuitive understanding of the rule.
Obviously the AA rule must have a substantial side-condition: it can not always be sound to derive F-V from F-(0 -V). In terms of consistency/satisfiability, we must state sufficient conditions on 0 under which 0 can be added as a conjunct to any formula -,V with satisfiability preserved.
In fact, a very general class of such formulas 0 exists. It is easy to see that we just need to require that, given any co-tree structure in the language of L, and any point, we can choose the valuations of the atoms in Q so that the state formula 0 holds at that point of the expanded structure. We might call such formulas L + Q-expandable. However, this is a semantic condition on 0 and we instead find a syntactic condition which is sufficient to ensure that 0 is in this class.
The actual syntactic side-condition we uSe for our purposes is slightly complicated. It says that 0 is a formula which prescribes exactly which atom from Q to make true at each point in any w-tree structure in the language of L by working up from the root along each branch. We require that 0 makes use of a finite pairwiseinconsistent set { al, . . . }, an of state formulas in the language of L and a function p to determine which atom to make true at the next point along a branch. We will say that such formula 0 is functionally L + Q-expandable. PROOF. We prove this by contraposition: suppose that -'V is satisfiable, i.e. has a complete co-tree model in the language of L. Say that -is true of the branch 2. But now a simple recursion on the length of finite prefixes of branches starting at no, defines an interpretation of the Q atoms to make 0 true of 2.
We have a complete co-tree model of 0 A -'T and so, via lemma 3, have our result. D ?8. The theorem. Now we have all the axioms and rules of our proof system for standard CTL* validity. DEFINITION 5. Let F-c be derivability in the system which results from adding the limit closure axiom schema and the auxiliary atoms rule to the system F-B for bundled trees. THEOREM 3. F-c is sound and (weakly) complete for standard CTL* validity, c. PROOF. Soundness follows from the usual induction on the lengths of proofs. We can show validity of the axioms including LC in lemma 5 and, from lemma 6, we know that the rules preserve validity. Most of the rest of the paper contains the completeness proof. We will show that any given consistent formula has a Kripke model.
Note that, as with PLTL and =B, the logic is not compact and we can thus only manage a weak completeness result. E ?9. Completeness preliminaries. In what follows we have fixed a CTL* formula q which is supposed to be Kc-consistent, i.e. V-/c -,q. We are to show that it has a Kripke model. We use F-for F-c throughout the proof. Let L be the set of atoms appearing in q.
In this section we outline the quite intricate completeness proof and motivate the need to use three languages: the CTL* language of 0 with atoms from L, a PLTL language and an extended CTL* language with some fresh atoms.
We will use a step-by-step construction to build an Ockhamist frame with each point t labelled by a set of formulas A(t). After taking the limit (T. <, ) of this construction we will factor out by _ and be left with a Kripke structure (S, R) with R defined in terms of --classes of <-successor points. By making sure that A does not vary on atoms within =-classes we will be able to use it to define a labelling g on S and we will be able to show, via a truth lemma relating labels to true formulas, that (S, R, g) is a model of 0 as required.
The first of many complications is that we deal with only a finite set of formulas of interest. This is because we need to be fair in our scheduling of labels as we make choices in our construction. We do this for exactly the same reason that it is done in the proof of completeness for the PLTL system: we need to satisfy eventualities such as ae U/J. There are subtleties here and it is important for our proof to be familiar with the (PLTL) idea of working with finite labels instead of the usual infinite maximal consistent sets of formulas. In particular, note that as we proceed in the construction we can make choices about which label to place on the new successor to an existing labelled point.
So, for some purposes including proving the truth lemma, we restrict our attention to the finite set of subformulas of q and their negations. The simplest of the several closure sets of formulas used in the proof is thus clO {v'-v' V' ? 0} recalling that tV < 0 denotes that i is a subformula of 0. This set is not quite closed under taking negations of its formulas. However, in the proof we can use V as the negation of -,.
A straightforward step-by-step construction using such labels and fair scheduling will eventually produce an Ockhamist model of 0. The maximal sets of <-related points will each give us a branch. Unfortunately, this construction will not in general give us a Kripke model but only a bundled model. This is because, in taking the limit of the construction, a possibly uncountable number of new branches emerge in addition to the ones which were constructed as maximal sets of <-related points. (See the example in section 4.9 above.)
The problem with emergent branches in our construction can be briefly described as follows. When we add a new labelled point, most importantly a successor to an existing point, to our finite Ockhamist frame, we need to decide on its label. Obviously for our truth lemma to work there are strict requirements on this new label. One of the most important is that if E a is in the label then we also need -,a in the label. This will eventually ensure that the fullpath built from the equivalence class of that point and the points <-above does not make a true. However, it may be that an emergent fullpath beginning at this class does make a true. In that case we will not after all have E a holding here as required by the truth lemma.
We might call emergent fullpaths bad if they mess up the truth lemma in this way. Our task, then, is to prevent the construction of bad emergent fullpaths.
The solution we employ is as follows. We first note that we can tell which formulas will hold along a fullpath (even an emergent one) by looking at the co-sequence of sets of formulas of the form E / appearing in the labels of points along the fullpath. Due to the fact that labels of points in --classes agree on such formulas we do not even have be careful of which representative we look at. So now to ensure that no fullpaths are bad we just need to ensure the truth, along each fullpath, of a certain PLTL formula which has atoms corresponding to the E formulas. Hence the next few definitions.
Defineecl$ {E g,E-gV < 0} andforeachc C eclq let For any given fullpath (emergent or otherwise) we can interpret the atom E f in ecl(q) in accordance with the appearance of E f in the label of a point along the fullpath. We must make sure that on no fullpath the co-sequence so defined is a model of -,yo. Such a fullpath would be a bad one.
The task is to ensure this by making the right choices (of labels) during the finite construction. We need some way of constructing many interconnected PLTL models (of %o) in a step-by-step way. To help us do this we now bring in the promised automaton to tell us how well we are approaching the goal (of a model of /o) on each fullpath. The simple form of the Rabin acceptance criteria is the key to guiding our construction. Essentially we can tell how we are going by looking at the history of the construction so far and we can thus assess our progress on emergent and constructed fullpaths alike.
So by theorem 2, find a deterministic Rabin automaton A = (Q, so, p, { (U1, V1), * , ( UK, VK) }) recognizing co-sequences of subsets of ecl(q) and accepting exactly the models of -,yo. Thus p: Q x (p(eclq0)) -* Q and each Ui, Vi C Q. We can choose Q so that Q n ecl(q) 0 and, as mentioned in section 2, we can choose the (Ui, Vi) sothateach Ui n Vi 0. Given the automaton our task can now be restated as the requirement to proceed so that in the limit no fullpaths will be accepted by A. So somehow we have to make sure that as A runs along any fullpath (and interprets the labels appropriately) there is no i = 1, .
K such that a state in Uj comes up infinitely often while no state in Vi does. The next step is to realize that in achieving this goal during our construction we do need to look ahead a little to make sure that we do not force ourselves to end up with a bad path by making a bad choice (of label) at a finite stage. In order to make sure that we can consistently continue after making a particular choice we need to bring the whole automata machinery (and a banning mechanism which we will meet later) inside the language, as it were. That is, we need to be able to reason about the progress of the automaton within the language of the labels. This is a crucial observation and motivates the need for the AA rule. In particular, we need to bring in fresh atoms to record the current state of A (if it started at the floor of our frame and worked up to any given point).
So now we introduce our third language: a CTL* language with atoms from L and some new ones as well. We use the symbols of Q as the new atoms and define the following branching formula using atoms from Q U L:
OA-SO A AG A ((s A C) -A Xp(s,c))A AG A -IrAs). sCQ,cCecl 0 s=IrCQ
This formula, which we want to hold at the root, will ensure that the atoms in Q are interpreted exactly according to the state which A would be in at that point if it trundled along reading the PLTL version of the labels as we desire it to. Note that for each c C ecl(b), the truth of the CTL* state formula Cc (or its appearance in a label) is exactly what we mean by saying that the automaton is reading the current set of ecl(o) atoms as being `c.
In order to allow us to reason ahead about whether we are in danger of creating a bad fullpath we also define vi = Vscv, s, and ui = Vscu, s and let V[KJ1(FG -,vi A GFpui). Thus, given the described setting, X1 holds at a fullpath b if A accepts b iff b is bad. Now we have a language which allows us to specify a model of 0 in which we have no fullpaths accepted by A. We simply use the formula +$= OAA A$ A -E %1 in the CTL* language with the fresh atoms.
Fortunately, the AA rule and a little PLTL reasoning allows us to conclude that 0+ is consistent. Before we continue with the completeness proof, let us look ahead to the truth lemma to see how the three languages and the automaton come together. We will define a Kripke frame (S, R) from equivalences classes in the limit (T, <, _) of our Ockhamist construction and on it we will define a (L U Q)-labelling g from the labels A(t) on the points t in the construction. A point t of the Ockhamist limit will determine the state [t] which is an equivalence class of =-related points and it will also determine a fullpath up(t) in (S, R) being the sequence of equivalence classes of points <-above t.
The truth lemma will establish, by induction on the construction of formulas in cl(Q), that truth of a formula on up(t) in (S, R, g) agrees exactly with membership of the formula in A(t).
There are two difficult parts of the truth lemma. One is to show that if a formula of the form a U/i is in A(t) then fi eventually makes it into the label of a point above t. This involves fair scheduling argument (just as in the PLTL proof) but is somewhat complicated by our banning mechanism. More about this later.
The other difficult case is, as we have foreshadowed, showing that if Ea holds of up(t) in (S, R, g) then Ea is in A(t). So we assume that there is a fullpath b starting at [t] in (S, R) on which a holds. The emergent paths cause the trouble here because the fullpath b might be emergent and thus not of the form up(t') for any t'. So we need to show Ea is in N(t) but we do not necessary have immediate access to any label N(t') containing a. Note that if we were just attempting a bundled completeness proof then we would define the bundle to contain only the up(t') fullpaths and at this stage of that proof we could use the bundled semantics to give us the required t'.
Instead, we need some other guarantee that we have E a in A(t). This is where the automaton A and the idea of bad paths comes in. We can define an co-sequence u in the PLTL language of ecl(q$) by saying that E B is in oi iff E / is in any (equivalently all) A(t') for t' in the _-class bi. We know that (S, R, g), b t a. Our truth lemma inductive hypothesis (on subformulas of a) will, in lemma 25, be able to be used to show that u t -a. This is partly just the observation that the truth of CTL* formulas along fullpaths is determined by the linear arrangement of truth of E /i formulas along the fullpath. Of course, we also need the inductive hypothesis in the truth lemma to relate truth of these formulas to the contents of labels (which is how u is defined).
From the fact that c ti a and that we were able to ensure that each fullpath, and in particular b is not bad, it follows that c t Ea. This is because we have seen that badness can be defined in terms of being a model of -'Xo. Note that the actual argument at this stage is slightly complicated by the need to start certain fullpaths at the floor of the structure to reason correctly about the behaviour of the automaton.
It follows immediately, by definition of u, that A(t) contains E a and we are done.
?10. The standard basis of the construction. In this section we consider the standard modal logic aspects of our step-by-step construction of a labelled Ockhamist frame. We will be building a model of 0+= OA A q A E XI under the assumption that it is consistent-which we have just determined happens when q is consistent. The construction will be the usual procedure of laying out maximal consistent subsets of some closure set of formulas and putting accessibility relations between them. The unusual aspects will be a fair approach to scheduling the use of the sets and a banning mechanism for preventing the use of some of them.
At each stage of the step-by-step construction we will have part of an Ockhamist structure, a vaguely grid-like two-dimensional structure with points labelled by what we will call hues. Construction proceeds by adding a successor to a point. We might say that we cure a defect.
In picturing the construction we will, as usual, think of the irreflexive transitive order < as increasing vertically and the equivalence relation _ as being horizontal.
The hues which label points will indicate which formulas from a small finite closure set are to hold at that point. This closure setfcl q+ contains all the subformulas of q+ and is closed under one application of both negation and E. Recall that in an Ockhamist frame the equivalence relation relates points which collapse to a state under the usual branching time semantics. Thus we need to ensure that equivalent points' labels agree on state formulas.
The hue of a point will also indicate which other hues will hold at other points which are -=-related to that point. A set of hues sported by the members of a whole --class of points will be called a colour. All equivalent points will share a colour and so it is not surprising that corresponding to a colour will be a state formula yc: the colour is a property of the whole equivalence class. This fact will ensure that we will be able to talk about the sequence of colours (but not hues) along the emergent fullpaths in the limit of our construction.
Let We say that a hue is in Vi (or Us) if it contains an atom s C Q which is in Vi (or Ui respectively). We say that a colour is in Vi (or Ui) iff it has a hue which is in Vi (or Ui respectively).
10.2. Some lemmas. Consideration of the constituents of hues, some simple uses of C9-C14, and extensions to MCSs give us: LEMMA 1 1. 1) Consistent hues of the same colour agree on atoms and on formulas of theform E Fl.
2) If h is a consistent hue then h* is consistent (i.e. Yh* is) and all hues of h * are consistent.
The following "down and across" lemma will allow us to fill in hues in the past of each of the members of the equivalence class of a new point. ?11. The idea of banning. We have seen that the basis of the construction is that for building a bundled model of 0+. However, not just any bundled model of q+ will do because of the "no bad fullpaths" requirement.
We must ensure that when all the branches/fullpaths of the structure are included in the model-in particular the possibly uncountable number of "emergent" ones that were never constructed explicitly at any finite stage-then the truth of formulas along constructed branches is unaffected. We have seen that it is sufficient to ensure that along all branches, even emergent ones, we have Xo holding on the sequence of state formulas in the labels of the points, i.e. reading E y in a label as the atom E y holding. Thus we require the automaton A to not accept any branch and thus, as XI captures its acceptance criteria, we require XI to be false along every branch. This means that we want to avoid constructing a fullpath on which some colour in some Ui occurs infinitely often while colours in the corresponding Vi occur only finitely often. The banning mechanism will be used to provide an effective finite mechanism for bringing about this infinite property.
The basic idea of banning is as follows. We label each point with a list [(cl, Pl).... (Cn, PXn)] of banned colour-index pairs. The aim is to not allow any ci to occur again as the colour of a hue above the point unless some colour in Vp, occurs first. So, if we see a colour c in some Up occurring on a branch in the construction but no colour in Vp has recently occurred (on that branch) then we will want to place (c, p) in the banned list. The banned list is inherited by successors with specific changes in certain circumstances.
The same banned list will apply to all points within an equivalence class. This ensures that we will be able to talk about banned lists (like colours) in the context of emergent fullpaths.
There are many subtleties. In particular note that we put colour-index pairs in the banned list and not just colours. One may wonder why we just don't keep a list of banned colours and ban all colours in Ui if we see that no colour in Vi has come up for long enough. The reason is that branches bifurcate during the construction and ideas of waiting long enough cease to be coherent in that situation: after bifurcation, a long unseen colour may turn up. For example, consider constructing a branch on which G(q A E X -'q) holds. After a million steps in which we have seen the atom q being put in the label of every point of this branch at every stage, we are still going to want to make a new, parallel, branch (vertical line of points) of =--related points (with the same coloured labels up until then) and extend it by adding a successor point (not -=-related to any point on the original branch) with a hue not containing q. The possibility of bifurcation requires that we only place colours conditionally in the banned list. If (c, p) is in the list then a colour in Vp might well eventually turn up above here (but not necessarily vertically above) in a new related branch and so we will want to unban c.
There is another conditionality which we capture by recording the banned pairs in a list rather than just a set. Suppose that we ban (cl, 1) at some stage. Because of the strict relationships between hues and successor hues, this might have the effect of subsequently stopping all colours in V2 and V3 from occurring along this branch. Thus, later on we may ban c2 C U2 and C3 C U3. Now, after a bifurcation, colours in V1 may suddenly start showing up. However, the continued banning of c2 may prevent colours in V3 appearing and vice versa. It might turn out that if we allowed c2 and C3 to appear again then colours in V2 and V3 can show up too. In some sense the undesirability of c2 and C3 was actually dependent on the banning of cl. We do not want to continue banning C2 and C3 in this situation: banning too much will frustrate our efforts to make sure that eventualities are satisfied along branches. The solution we use is to record bannings in a certain order and remove all later listed pairs when we unban a pair. There is plenty of time for colours to get banned again.
The actual order of listing of pairs (as specified in a clause K4B below) is not exactly the order of being put in the list. It turns out to be easier to reason with an equally effective order based on the order of Vps ceasing to appear.
Another important subtlety is that we must plan ahead a little to prevent being forced, by a limited choice of successors hues, to choose a hue of a colour which contravenes the banning condition. This planning ahead effectively limits our choice of successor hues as we avoid early errors.
To explain this idea and help with notation we introduce a formula TL which captures the requirement in terms of the current banned list L. Recall that the formula vi identifies when an atom in Vi holds while pi identifies Ui. If L  [(c1, p1), . . ., (c,], p,) If L is empty then CL = XiThe purpose of iL is to describe a path which is either bad or leads through a finite sequence of colours to a future place where the banning requirement is contravened. In order to prevent us making a bad choice of hue, we make sure (in K5A below) that V/ colour now -> E TL holds at each point. In our construction, we choose the successor hue which satisfies this restriction but, to ensure fairness, has been used least recently Consider a banned list L as above. The first disjunct of TL says that there is a bad fullpath starting here. The second disjunct (if there is one) says that the path goes on to avoid Vp, and ends up at cp,: a clear contravention. Later disjuncts reflect the conditionality of the ordering of the list. Consider the third disjunct. It says that the path proceeds to a point coloured with cP2 without any colour in either Vp, or VP2 showing up on the way. Again this is a contravention as (c2, P2) would have remained banned until then. 11.1. Lulls. It will be important in our construction to prevent too much frenetic banning and unbanning behaviour. This is because we want to use the PLTL completeness proof idea of fair scheduling to make sure that eventualities of the form a U/i are satisfied by fi occurring in a label at a point above (if not in the current label itself). The fair scheduling idea requires us to try all possible hues and it is easy to see how banning could get in the way: a hue could infinitely often be allowed to appear at a later point but constantly be prevented by the time we actually get there.
Thus, after some colour-index pair becomes unbanned then we want to try to wait for quite a while to see if some colour in some Vi shows up before newly banning a colour in Ui. A new banning should only be instituted if we have waited long enough since the last time that some colour was unbanned. Hence, we here introduce the idea of a lull in unbanning.
Note that there is no need to wait after a new banning before making a subsequent new banning: bannings only further restrict the possibility of colours in Vi coming up.
We will see later that the appropriate "waiting time", during a lull in unbanning, is eH -2JH(0 )1 Let x be a point in our construction which has a successor x+. Suppose that the list of banned pairs at x is bl(x) and the list of banned pairs at x+ is bl(x+). We say that there has been an unbanning at x+ iff bl(x) is not a prefix of bl(x+) (written Then we say that each (ci, pi), for i c {n + 1, . . ., m }, has been unmanned and each (c', P'), for i c {n + 1, . . ., m'}, has been newly banned at x+. It is clear that if there is an unbanning at x+ then something is unbanned at x+. If Xn < Xn+1 < ... < Xn+eH are points in our construction such that each xi+, is the (immediate) successor of xi and there has not been an unbanning at any xi (n < i < n + eH) then we say that there has been a lull in unbanning between Xn and Xn+eH.
?12. Chronicles. At each stage during the construction and in the limit, we will have a chronicle.
A chronicle is (T, <,_, i, bl, Xo) where: (T. <, _) is a floored Ockhamist frame; AI: T -* H(+); bl : T -* (<0(C x{1, . . ., K})) (where K, recall, is the number of accepting pairs of A); Xo c T;
such that for all x, y c T: Most of this definition is motivated by the standard modal logic ideas of step-bystep model construction. The clauses K4A-K5A have been motivated in section 11 above. K5B says that a currently banned colour does not appear in a label, K5C ensures banned lists stay manageable and K5D says that only the current colour is allowed to enter the banned list at a point.
KO The floor is Xo/-and q+ is in (Xo). KI A(x) is consistent. K2 If x has an immediate <-successor in (T, <) -call it x+: it is unique then 2(x)Rx2(x+). K3A If x _ y then A(x) and A(y) are hues of the same colour. K3B If h is a hue of A* (x) then there is y c T such that x _ y and h = A(y). K4A If (c, p) occurs in bl(
Throughout our construction we will have a finite chronicle, i.e. T is finite. Only in the limit will T be infinite but even then each point will only have a finite past in accordance with the requirements of an Ockhamist frame.
A straightforward induction using KO (in particular OA c A(Xo)), KI, K2, K3A and lemma 11 gives us the following useful result about the distribution within the labels of the atoms from Q, the atoms of the automaton's state. 12.1. Pioneers. We will identify some of the elements of T as pioneers of their --classes and some others as the siblings of pioneers. Note that some elements of T may be neither pioneers nor siblings of pioneers. We need to know which points are pioneers because the fair hue scheduling technique will only apply to them.
We will ensure: P3 is a stronger property than K5A but for the same purpose: we need to make sure that when we choose a successor hue then the fact of the combined pair of hues being successors does not force us to go on contravene the banning restrictions.
12.2. The start.
LEMMA 14. There is afinite chronicle satisfying P 1-P4. PROOF. Let F0 be any MCS extending 0+ and let h = r0 hcl q+. Say that h* has n hues, ho, . . ., hn_1 including h = ho. We know that these will be consistent hues. Choose n objects Xo, . . ., X-1. In order to respect banning we have to be a little more selective. For a hue h and banned list B we will define the set Pn (h, B) of hues to contain just those which we will allow after a point with hue h and banned list B:
DEFINITION6. Suppose that h c H(q$+) and B C (`o(C x{1, . . ., K})). We define Pn(h, B) to be the set of h' c H(q$+) such that V (Ah AX(Ah )) -ETB.
We now show that Pn(A(x), bl(x)) is non-empty (and some other useful things). Recall that the purpose of this ordering as stipulated in K4B is to reflect a conditionality on the banning.
All the new banned pairs are added after the ones surviving from bl(x). However, some of the new banned pairs might be more important to put earlier in the new banned list than some surviving (ci, pi) pairs. We just need look at qi versus P1, . . ., Pe. Suppose that in the past of x, the latest appearance of Vq,, if there was one, was before the latest appearance of VpJ (f < e) but after (or equal to) the latest appearance of Vp, for each i < f . Alternatively suppose that there has been no appearance of Vq, or Vp, for each i < f but that VpJ. has appeared. In either of those cases we throw away (Cf , pf . , (Ce, Pe) as well. We might say that (C. pf ), . . . (Ce, Pe) are usurped by (P *(x+) q1 .
('* (x+), qi). Note that this counts as an unbanning.
If, in the past of x, the latest appearance of Vq, was not strictly before the latest appearance of Vq, then we do not throw away any extra pairs. Put f = e +1.
The The banned list at all the siblings of x+ is the same as that at x+.
Note that we will see soon (in lemma 18) that no successor hue can be a hue of a currently banned colour: thus the colours we newly ban at a particular point are not already in the banned list.
To preserve K4C we put bl'(zij) = bl(xj) for each i, j. 13.2. A new chronicle? We check that (T', <=/ l', bi', Xo) is a new chronicle. It is clear that (T', <', =') is a finite floored Ockhamist frame satisfying PI and P2. P3 and P4 hold by construction.
KG continues to hold and KI holds as the new hues we have used as labels were all chosen to be consistent. K2 follows from lemma 16(part 3) and our down-and-across construction. K3A-K4C and K5D all hold by construction. It remains to check that K5A, K5B and K5C continue to hold. First K5A. In this lemma we establish a sufficient condition for K5A to be preserved. It is a not particularly strong condition, allowing some flexibility in what we unban and newly ban, but it is clearly satisfied by our actual banning procedure. The lemma is crucial (and is where the new LC axiom is used) so we go into some detail in the proof. banned list B (or even just the mr-long prefix of B) . We have thus just established that an =-class of points containing one satisfying a must begin a finite path witnessing 0'. The next few steps of the proof will show that such a path will not pass through VpI,..., Vp,/, Vq1 (i.e., fi will constantly hold) and will end up at another point satisfying a.
From F-Ea -> EX((E/3) UYhf*), CO-C13 allows us to deduce that F-a E E X((E /) U(Yhl* A (-EyI V E 1X))). Further uses, distributing connectives over disjunction gives us F-Ea -> (EX((E/3) U(yhl* A -'Ey1)) V EX((E/3) U(Yhl* A E 1))).
As F-F E ->E I and F-E a > E 1, it follows that F-Ea -> EX((E/3) U(Yh,* A -'Eyi)).
Now[-EX((E/3) U(yh,* A--E 1 AEO)) > FO andsowecansimilarlyconclude that F-Ea -> EX((E3) U(Ea)).
Intuitively, any point with hue h' which is also the successor of a point with banned list B must begin a finite path avoiding V.,,..., Vp,>,, Vq, and ending at another such point. What follows is a use of the LC axiom to allow us to deduce that such a point begins an infinite sequence of such finite paths joined end to end.
By generalization we have F-A G(Ea -EX((E/3) U(Ea))) and so modus ponens and the LC axiom give us [-F Ea -EG((E13) U(Ea)).
The infinite path is clearly bad: a short proof using the PLTL system gives us The only way it could be in bl(x) is if it was put in at x. Thus ci is A* (x) and ci in Upi. Given lemma 13, this contradicts our assumption about the Rabin automaton that each Up, n VP, is empty. D K5B continues to hold for any old points. It remains to check it for the zi1 as the zj do not have successors. However, bl'(zij) = bl(x1), by definition, and i'* (zi) =-A* (xj), by the construction using the down and across lemma, so we just need to call on K5B for xi to give us our result.
From lemma 18 we can see that K5C also continues to hold. This is because the pairs (c, p) which are added into the banned list bl'(x+) all have c = i'* (x+). By lemma 18, such pairs do not appear amongst the pairs which are inherited from bl(x). We also do not add repeats amongst the new pairs. ?14. The limit. If we begin with the simple starting chronicle described above (lemma 14) and continue to cure defects, i.e. add successor points, using lemma 15 in such a way that every point eventually gets a successor, then we clearly end up with a chronicle satisfying P1 and P2.
The limit chronicle (T, <, _, A, bi, Xo) has a few extra properties:
LI every point has an immediate successor; L2 and every point has a pioneer above it.
14.1. A Kripke structure. Now we use the standard correspondence between a (N x W)-frame and a bundled co-tree (as described above in section 4). The tree can be seen as a Kripke structure and this will be our model. Thus (S, R, g ) is a Kripke-structure.
Let S = T/-. Define R C S x S by (s, s') E R if there is some t E s with t+ E s'. This is total. Defined: S -> p(L U Q) by p E g(s) if there is some t E s with p E A(t).
For each t E T we shall write [t] for the --class t/= E S. By K3A and K4C, we can define A* ([t]) = A*(t) and bl([t]) = bl(t) and these are well-defined.
For each t E T define a sequence to, tl,... by to = t and tj+j = t[+. This gives us a fullpath up(t) = ([to], [t1], [t2] ,... ) in (S, R).
It is important to realise that the up(t) are generally not the only fullpaths through the Kripke structure (S, R). As we have seen in the example in section 4, there maybe other "emergent" fullpaths. Recall that a fullpath through (S, R) is any sequence so, s,.... from S such that each (si, si+ ) E R. It may not be possible to find some t e so such that each tj is in si. A lot of the work we have done and we still have to do will be to make sure that we can handle these emergent fullpaths along with the constructed up(t) ones in the truth lemma.
Note that as (T, <, _) is floored, with [Xo] as the floor, for every s E S there is a fullpath starting at [Xo] and passing through s.
14.2. Universal non-acceptance. In this subsection we show that no fullpaths, not even emergent ones, are bad: none are accepted by the automaton A. We show that along any fullpath in (S, R) we do not have some i = 1, . . ., K such that there are an infinite number of labels along the fullpath containing an atom from Uj but only a finite number containing an atom from V1. Recall that this is a crucial observation to allow the truth lemma to work.
We will talk of colour-index pairs becoming newly banned and unbanned along a fullpath and of lulls (in unbanning) along a fullpath. These terms are defined in the analogous way to the respective terms for points in the chronicles in terms of the banned list bl(si) at each --class s5 along a fullpath. Equivalently we could define them by inheriting the terms from any <-related _-class representatives.
First a helpful lemma implying that there are infinitely many lulls along any fullpath.
LEMMA 19. Along any fullpath (so, si,... ) in (S, R) there are infinitely many different pairs of indices (j, k) such that k > j + eH and there is no unbanning at any t e si with j < i < k; i.e there are infinitely many lulls.
PROOF. Assume otherwise for contradiction, i.e there are only finitely many lulls along the fullpath. Thus there must be some pair (c, p) which is newly banned and unbanned infinitely often. To be newly banned infinitely often, c must come up as A* (si) infinitely often (K5D). There are two cases.
A colour in Vp may come up infinitely often along the fullpath. But then after the end of the last lull, and after a subsequent appearance of a colour in Vp, (c, p) can not be newly banned (K4A). So this case does not occur.
Thus we may assume that colours in Vp only come up finitely often along the fullpath. Consider the non-empty set G of such pairs (c', p') with c' e Up, appearing infinitely often, colours in Vp, appearing only finitely often and the pair (c', p') being newly banned and unbanned infinitely often. Of all the pairs in G, find one (c', p') of those such that the very last appearance of a colour in Vp, along the fullpath is earliest. Now find an index i after the end of the last lull along a = (so, sI, . . . ) and after all the colours not in infc(a) = {c E C Ic = A*(sj) for infinitely many j} have stopped coming up forever. Find a later index after all the colours in inf(a) have come up at least once subsequently. Also, wait until from then on, the only pairs being added or taken away from the banned lists are those which will do so infinitely often. Find the next index at which (c', p') is newly banned.
We can show that (c', p') can never subsequently be unbanned and this will be our contradiction. If it is unbanned then it is not because a colour in Vp, has come up. Thus, there must be a pair (d, q) before (or equal to) (c', p') in the banned list which either gets directly unbanned (by Vq coming up) or gets usurped by an "older" pair.
Because (d, q) is before (or equal to) (c', p') we know that the most recent appearance of Vq was before or equal to the most recent appearance of Vp, (K4B). This was long enough ago for us to deduce that Vq only comes up finitely often: no colour in Vq has come up since i and yet all members in infc(a) have. Thus the unbanning is not because Vq came up.
This leaves the possibility that a colour e E U, comes up such that the most recent appearance of Vr was strictly before the most recent appearance of (d, q) and so strictly before the most recent appearance of Vp,. It is clear that (e, r) is in G: e has come up since i, no colour in Vr has and yet the colours coming up since i are precisely those that come up infinitely often. But then we have a contradiction to the choice of (c', p'). Such an e is thus not a possibility.
This completes the proof. E So now let us state our main claim. Recall that we say that a colour is in Vs (or Us) if it has a hue containing an atom which is in Vs (or Us respectively). We claim that it is never subsequently unbanned. If it is unbanned then there must be a pair (d, q) before (or equal to) (c', p') in the banned list which either gets directly unbanned (by Vq coming up) or gets usurped by an "older" pair.
Because (d, q) is before (or equal to) (c', p') we know that the most recent appearance of Vq was before or equal to the most recent appearance of Vp,. This was long enough ago for us to deduce that Vq only comes up finitely often. Thus the unbanning is not because Vq came up.
This leaves the possibility that a colour e E Ur comes up such that the most recent appearance of Vr was strictly before the most recent appearance of (d, q) and so strictly before the most recent appearance of Vp,. As in the proof of the previous lemma, it is clear that (e, r) is in G. But then we have a contradiction to the choice of (c', p'). Such an e is thus not a possibility.
So we can conclude that (c', p') is never subsequently unbanned. By K5B, this is a contradiction to our assumption that c' comes up infinitely often. D 14.3. Hue scheduling. Assuming that there is no unbanning going on, how long does it take to try all the possible hues which are ever going to come up? Here we will show that eH -2 H(0q)I steps is long enough.
Our result follows from the following graph theoretic result.
Suppose that we have a finite set H and a sequence of relations E = (Eo, E1,...). Denote {h' e H IEhh'} by E (h). Call (H, E) an evaporating graph iff P for all h e H, Ei+1(h) C E (h).
For a finite sequence a = (ho, h1, . . ., hn-1) let I a n and for a an co-sequence let Jul = co. DEFINITION 7. We say that a finite or co sequence ho, hl, h2, ... from H is a fair path through the evaporating graph (H, E) iff each hi+1 E E (hi) and each hi+1 is either new (not seen so far as hj for j < i) or all the elements of E (hi) have appeared before and hi+1 is the one which appeared least recently. By K2, KI and lemma 10, Xa e A (t) as required.
a U/P, (*): Say that a UPi e A(t). Recall that we have let to = t and defined each ti+1 as the immediate <-successor of each ti. We are going to use the fair scheduling idea to show that /i must turn up in some A(ti) with a in all the labels in between.
If / E A(t) then, by IH, (S, R, g), up(t) I= / and we have our result. Continuing in this way we either find some n > 0 such that i E A (tn) and for all j, if 0 < j < n then a e A (tj) (which means we are done) or a, a U/i and -,f/ are in each A(ti) for i > 0. We must rule out this latter case. Assume for contradiction that it happens. If we follow up(t) up high enough then all the points in up(t) above there will be pioneers of their -=-classes (L2 and P2). Call this the pioneering region of up(t). Eventually, in the pioneering region of up(t) there is a lull from unbanning: this follows from the infinite lulls lemma 19. Choose any one lull totally contained in the pioneering region. We work within the pioneering region because we need to use properties of fair scheduling of hues and in other areas of the structure hues are not necessarily chosen fairly, they may be chosen by the down and across construction.
Say that the banned list at the end of the lull (i.e. after eH steps) is B. Note that because there is no unbanning during the lull, the banning restrictions become stricter: colours which are allowed by B, so to speak, are allowed all through the lull. The general idea now is to consider a hypothetical construction which continues, after the end of the lull, fairly choosing a sequence of hues under the assumption that the banning list remains fixed as B. We use the fair scheduling idea to conclude that any hue which can ever come up above here must have come up during the lull. Because a UPf is a consequence of the hues here (so fi should come up in the future) but so is -',6 (so fi does not come up) we will derive our contradiction.
Say that the lull starts at tn and so extends to tn+eH. For i = n,..., n + eH, put Bi = bl(ti) and hi = A(ti). Let B = Bn+eH, the banned list at the end of the lull. We have assumed that a, a U/i and -,f/ are in each hue hi with n < i < n + eH. We can also conclude (from K4A part 2) that for any such hue h, for any pair (c, p) occurring in B, h is not in Vp.
To derive a contradiction we need to consider the set of hues which would come up infinitely often if we continued forever fair scheduling of hues respecting a fixed banning condition B. So now we see how to recursively choose hi for each i > n + eH such that V A F TB . The inductive hypothesis (ih') that we can do so holds for n + eH. Assume (ih') true for i > n + eH. By lemma 16, Pn(hi, B) is non-empty. Select hi+, E Pn(hi, B) fairly in terms of the previous h1(j = n, .. ., i). We also know that hi+, is not in any Vp for p mentioned in B: lemma 22 implies that hi+, has come up during the lull in the actual construction and we have just seen that it is impossible that such a p is mentioned in B. By lemma 17, the inductive hypothesis (ih') holds for i + 1.
We put I = {h E Ha+ Ih = hi for infinitely many i}. Note that by the hue scheduling lemma 22, all the hues in I came up during the lull in the actual construction, i.e. as hi for some i with n < i < n + eH. Thus we have V1) for all h E I, a, a UP and -, are in h; V2) for all h E I, h is not in Vp for any p mentioned in B; V3) for all h E I, V A h -E TB (from ih' and the fact that yh* >-EAh). 
Ea, (=>):
So Ea e Ai(t). By the lemma below, there is a hue h' of i*(t) with a E h'. Say that t" is the pioneer of the =-class of t. So i* (t) = i* (t") and to has a sibling, t' say, with A (t') = h'. So t' t and a e A (t'). By IH, (S, R, g), up(t') K a.
But up(t')o = up(t)o is the =-class of both t and t'. So (S, R, g), up(t) K E a. LEMMA 24. If E a E cl E and E E h e H(0+) and h is consistent then h * has a hue h' such that a E h'. show that E a is in A(t). As has been mentioned, emergent paths cause the trouble here because b might be emergent and thus not of the form up(t'). If b was up(t') then we could use the inductive hypothesis to immediate effect. If we were attempting a completeness proof for a bundled logic then we could have defined the bundle to contain only paths of the form up(t') and so we would thus be able to conclude the proof.
Instead, we need some other guarantee that we have E a in A(t) and it is here that the automaton, the fresh atoms and the banning procedure are brought together.
Recall that concept of bad fullpaths plays an important role here. These are fullpaths which are accepted by A. First we clarify how a linear automaton recognizing sequences of subsets of ecl 0 can have a run along a fullpath through the Kripke structure. Define an co-sequence a of subsets of ecl <b via E3 c ai iff there is some te E bi such that E5 E A(t1{). We intend A to read the E5 formulas in the labels along b: by lemma 1 1, this is well-defined.
We know that (S, R, g), b>N F a. Our truth lemma inductive hypothesis is now able to be used to show that cY>N da. This is partly just the observation that the truth of CTL* formulas along fullpaths is determined by the linear arrangement of truth of E subformulas along the fullpath. We need the inductive hypothesis in the truth lemma to relate truth of these formulas to the contents of labels (which is how a is defined). That c>N -a follows from: PROOF. We prove this by induction on i. After we prove the converse direction, the forward direction follows from lemma 13 and lemma 11. The case of i = 0 follows from KG. Now assume that the hypothesis holds for i > 0: we show the converse direction for i + 1. Thus we are to show that qi+i E g (bi+ ). Let c = {/i e ecll// e cia}. Now choose some ti e bi with tt E bi+e. By the inductive hypothesis and lemma 11, we will have qi c A(ti). I claim that each conjunct of Cc is in A(ti): lemma 13 will then tell us that, as qi j A(ti), qi+l = p(qi, c) E A(tt). This gives us qi+l E g(bi+ ) as required.
To prove this claim we need consider conjuncts of two forms: E q E c and E VI for E E ec /E \ c. If E qi cc then E e ai. Thusthereissomet' e bi suchthatE c c A(t'). By lemma 11, E q E A(t).
If E tc E ecl X \ c then Eqi y ai. Thus there is no t' c bi with E qi c A(t') and, in particular, E y1 f A (t). As ecl h C fhl /+, and, A(t) is maximally consistent in fcbl +, we have-E V E A(t) as required.
El
From the facts that c>N + a and that we were able to ensure that each fullpath, and in particular b is not bad, it follows that c>N W Ea: LEMMA27. U>N To derive it in our system use the LC axiom
A G(E p -E X( (Efalse) U(E p))) -> (E p -E G((Efalse) U(E p)))
after showing F p <-* E p and F p <-* ((Efalse) U((E p)).
This example comes from [Stirling, 1992]:
F-AG(Aa -> EXFA a) > (A a -EGFA a).
To derive it, simply apply the LC axiom
A G(E A a > E X((E true) U(E A a))) >(E A a -> E G((E true) U(E A a)))
after showing F E A a <-* A a.
3. We prove the following using both AA and LC:
k (A G(p -E X r) A A G(r -E X p)) -(p -E G(F p A F r)).
If every p place has an r successor and every r place has a p successor then there is a fullpath on which both p and r hold infinitely often. The idea behind the proof we present involves the setting up of an automaton with three states b, c and e. We establish the existence of a path on which it alternates between state b at a place where p holds and state c at a place where r holds. The state e will indicate that we have gone astray.
To use the AA rule we define L {p, r} and Q = {b, c, e}. The specified set of formulas using atoms only from L contains al -=p A -r, a2= -'p Ar, Y3= In the full derivation there are long stretches of reasoning within F-B (bundled derivability) including PLTL reasoning. This can be quite subtle (eg., using the induction C6) but we will omit such steps. For our purposes, we just concentrate on the couple of steps where LC and AA are used.
We have FB E a -* E X E a from which more bundled reasoning gives us FB A G(E a -* E X((Efalse) U(E a))). The LC axiom (and modus ponens) allows us to conclude F E a -E G((Efalse) U(E a))). from which we easily derive F-E a -* E G E a.
As F-B (y A 0 A p) -* Ea and F-B Fa -* --e we conclude that
(1) F-y A A p -* EG -e i.e. under the given assumptions, there is a fullpath on which the automaton never visits e. It is interesting to note here that, although the acceptance criteria of the automaton do not play a part in the AA rule, we are bringing them in here: the automaton playing its role in guiding our intuitions in this derivation, accepts exactly paths which never visit e. In this derivation we are looking for a path which is accepted by the automaton. Some PLTL reasoning (guided by intuitions about the transition function) gives us as required. Note that it is very hard to see how this could be derived without the AA rule. Using LC we could certainly derive that from y A p it follows that there is a fullpath on which p holds infinitely often and on which either p or r holds at each state. However, to deduce that both p and r hold infinitely often seems beyond the capabilities of LC. In order to do away with AA one may propose other forms of limit closure axioms which can cope with two events being required to recur. However, an infinite set of axioms will probably be needed to cope with any number n of such recurring events. 4. Here is another example using both the AA and LC rules: let y = A G(p -* EX ((-iq) U(-'q A X p) b4  b2  bi  b1 b3  b4  b5  b5  b2 b3  b4  b2  b  b3 b3  blo  b2  b  b4 b4  b5  b5  b5 b8  b6  b7  b6 b8  bo  bo  b7 b8  b6  b7  b8 b8  b6  b7  b9 blo  bo  bo  blo blo  blo  blo and the corresponding expandable formula 0 = bo A 01 A 02 analogous to that in the last example. The automaton which guides our intuition is defined by the transition table above with acceptance determined by bo coming up infinitely often. The reader can check that any path accepted by this automaton is a model of 6. To see this note that the initial state bo is only reached again after b5 has been visited and -'q immediately followed by p holds (i.e. -'q A X p has been true). The state b5 will only be reached after bo when q A X p has just held. The states b1 -b4 record the progress between bo and b5: for example, b1 indicates that p A q has just been seen while b4 is encountered during a sequence of q A -p states. The states b6 -bg are for similar purposes in recording the progress between b5 and bo. If ((-'q) Up) V (q Up) is ever violated then the automaton ends up in the sink state b1o (and so does not accept the structure).
Define a = y A bo A 01 A 02. We can show that when a holds then it holds again at some later state: F-B A G(Ea -* EX((E true) U(Ea)).
The LC axiom allows us to deduce that then there is a fullpath on which a holds infinitely often: E a -> EG((Etrue) U(E a)). Now EXEaa holds at the root: KB y A p A 0 -* EXEa. Any path of recurring E a is accepted by the automaton and so satisfies 6: KB G((E true) U(E a)) -* . Putting these together we deduce that there is a fullpath satisfying 6: K 0 -* (y -(p -* E)).
The AA rule finishes the derivation.
Again, this example would be a good test of any alternative axiom systems. It is not good enough here just to establish that there is a fullpath on which either E(q U(q A X p)) or E((-q) U(-q A X p)) holds at every state and that both these formulas hold infinitely often. Instead, it is required that either q U(q A X p) or (-'q) U(-'q A Xp) holds along the chosen fullpath at every state (and each holds infinitely often).
?17. Conclusion. We have been able to give a simple axiomatization of validity in standard CTL*.
Interesting aspects of the system include a very intuitive limit closure axiom and a slightly complicated, but possibly more generally useful, rule for the systematic introduction of fresh atoms into a proof.
Interesting aspects of the completeness proof include the use of a linear Rabin automaton and the use of a new banning mechanism working alongside a strict variant of the usual scheduling mechanism in the vaguely filtration-based construction.
The result and proof suggest several avenues for future work. The most important question regarding this axiomatization is whether the auxiliary atoms rule is really needed. Even if the rule is not needed, and especially if it is, there is the possibility of using it to good effect in other similar logics such as other branching time logics, including those from philosophical logic, or in more general areas of modal and temporal logic reasoning. Interesting examples are the CTL* logic with past operators from [Zanardo and Carmo, 1993] as well as the long-unaxiomatized logic of historical necessity.
